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The College: of Fine Arts and the School of 
Theatre at Illinois State University arc turning 40 
this year. We're: going to make it one you'll never 
forget. Herc's a taste of what we have in store -
Free Parking - we know, you never thought it 
would happen, but next year for all evening and 
weekend music, theatre, and dance: events (plus 
gallery openings), you'll have free parking in the 
School Street ramp (no ticket to show, just look 
for the "Fine Arts Parking Open" sign). 
First Annual Big Red Marching Machine Band 
Auction (September 11.2010 at 5:30 pm) at the 
Marriott, with a tribute to founder Ed Livingston. 
2010 Alumni Spectacular (September 
18-0ctober 16, 2010) - University Galleries' 
grandest ever alumni exhibition! We're accepting 
20" works of art from all Illinois State art alums 
from any era. 
Symposium on the: Creative Process (September 
28-30, 2010)- experts in Painting, Biology, 
Music, English, Improvisational Comedy, 
Psychology, Vidcography and more come together 
to take an in-depth look at creativity. 
Alumni Composers Concert (October 3, 
2010)-Thc: Wind Symphony premieres works 
by Illinois State alums Roy Magnuson, Mark 
Nowakowski, and Narong Prangcharocn. 
Diversion of Angels {December 9, 10, 11, 2010) 
- Through a special National Endowment for 
the Arts grant, members of the: Martha Graham 
Dance Company will re-stage: Martha Graham's 
1948 masterpiece with Illinois State University 
dance students. 
55th Annual Illinois State University Madrigal 
Dinners {December 2-1 l, 2010) -Another 
reason for celebration, at the Alumni Center. 
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1970-2010 
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
Homecoming Week 
October 11-17, 2010 
The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling 
Bee (October 7-16) - a Tony Award-winning 
musical for the whole family. 
Illinois State University Alumni Film 
Festival (October 13-16) - see our famous 
alumni on the big screen at the Normal 
Theater in beautiful Uptown Normal! 
College of Fine Arts Alumni Hall of Fame 
(unveiled October 15 at 3 pm) - explore 
the careers of our famous alums with this 
interactive display in the Center for the 
Performing Am lobby. 
Homecoming Game (October 16)-Join 
the College and the Big Red Marching 
Machine for the Parade, Tailgating, and the 
game, and then put on your fancy clothes for 
the event of the year ... 
ILLINOIS SU.fl UNIVIISIJY 
ROLL OUT THE RED 
GA:°A 
Roll out the Red Gala ( October 16 at 6 pm at 
the Marriott) - Experience the extraordinary 
talents of students, alumni, and faculty from 
the College of Fine Arts in an interactive 
showcase of exciting performances. 
Merrily We Roi/Along (February 10-20, 2011) 
- Famous alum Gary Griffin returns to direct our 
students in this Sondheim musical. 
This is just the beginning. Join us for over 400 
events as part of our 40th Celebration. Find out 
more ... 
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1978-As Yo11 Like It, Macbeth, Twelfth Night 
1979-Hamlet, King Henry IV part I, 1he Taming of the 
Shrew 
1980-Ihe Merry Wives of Windsor, A Mids11mmer 
Night's Dream, Romeo and]11liet 
1981-Ihe Comedy ofErrors,]11lim Caesar, 1he Winter's 
Tale 
1982-King Henry IV part IL Love's Labo11r's Lost, 
Othello 
I 983-Macbeth, M11ch Ado Abo11t Nothing, Ihe Ttvo 
Gentlemen of Verona 
1984-Pericles, Ihe Merchant oJVenice, 1he Taming of the Shrew 
1985-Cymbeline, King Lear, A Midsummer Night's Dream 
1986-As You Like It, Hamlet, Ihe Tempest 
1987-Measure for Meas11re, Romeo and Juliet, Twelfth Night 
1988-All's Well Ihat Ends Well 1he Comedy of Errors, Richm·d III 
Learn about 
the history of the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
at TheFestival.org 
1989-Henry V, 1he Merry Wives of Windsor, She Stoops to Conq11er by Oliver Goldsmith 
1990-julitls Caesar, M11ch Ado Abo11t Nothing, 1he Rivals by Richard Brinsley Sheridan 
1991-Antony and Cleopatra, Othello, 1he Taming of the Shmv 
1992-Macbeth, As Yo11 Like It, 1he Winter's Tale 
I 993-Richard IL Pericles, A Midsummer Night's Dream 
1994-Romeo and Juliet, Ttvo Gentlemen of Verona, Henry IV pt I 
1995-Cymbeline, Henry IV part 2, 1he Comedy of Erroi-s 
1996-Twelfth Night, 1he Tempest, Ihe Triumph of Love by Marivaux 
1997-Hamlet, All's Well Ihat Ends Well Rosencrantz & G11ildenstem m·e Dead by Tom Stoppard 
l 998-M11ch Ado About Nothing, Measure for Meas11re, 1he Falcon's Pitch adapted by Jeffrey Sweet 
1999-Ihe Merry Wives o/Windsor, Richard III, Wild Oats by John O'Keeffe 
2000-Tamingofthe Shrew, King]ohn, 1he Ihree Musketeers adapted by Eberle Thomas & Barbara 
Redmond 
2001-Love's Labour's Lost, Othello, Coriolanus 
2002-A Midsummer Night's Dream, Romeo and Juliet, 1he Merchant of Venice 
2003-King Lear, As You Like It, Ihe Knight of the B11rning Pestle by Francis Beaumont & John Fletcher 
2004-Ihe Two Gentlemen of Verona, Cyrano de Bergerac by Edmund Rostand, Hamlet 
2005-Macbeth, Twelfth Night, Henry VIII 
2006-Ihe Comedy of Errors, Pericles,juli11s Caesar 
2007-Much Ado Abo11t Nothing, Henry V, Love's 
Labour's Lost 
2008-Ihe Taming of the Shrew, Tit11s Andronicus, Ihe 
Complete Works of William Shakespeare (Abridged) 
by Adam Long, Daniel Singer, &Jess Winfield 
2009-A Midsummer Night's Dream, Scapin adapted by 
Bill Irwin and Mark O'Donnell, Richard III 
2010-Ihe Tempest, Ihe 1hree M11sketeers adaptatcd by 
Robert Kauzlaric, Ihe Merry Wives of Windsor 
A Letterfrorn the Artistic Director 
I spend my summer with artists working on the plays of William 
Shakespeare. It's a fine way to pass the time, discovering and re-discovering 
these remarkable plays-plays written four hundred years ago and yet as 
compelling and contemporary as anything I might see at the local cinema. 
These plays have been an important part of my life far more than forty 
years, and no matter how many times I re-visit them, there is always something 
new to take delight in-a rowdy comic bit that emerges from the text or an 
elegant turn of phrase that sings out with stronger resonance. This remarkable 
writer reaches out to share truths about the fever of first love, the sou/-
destroying grip ofjealousy, the insidious lure of ambition, the heart-shattering 
loss of a child. 
Working on Shakespeare's plays never Jails to open up both heart and 
head. His texts ask us to look with care and value complexity. He teaches us to 
imagine what was and what might be. He invites us on an exploration of the 
human spirit and insists that we see the common bonds that link us all. The 
study of Shakespeare's plays makes us smarter, more articulate, more self-aware, 
more open to our own possibilities, more compassionate towards others. I feel 
privileged to spend so much time in his company. 
On our main stage this summer, we present two very different works 
by Shakespeare. Believed by many to be his last play, The Tempest offers an 
eloquent reflection on the desire far revenge and the power of forgiveness. At 
the other end of the spectrum is The Merry Wives of Windsor, a raucously 
fanny comedy featuring one of Shakespeare's most beloved characters, Sir John 
Falstaff. 
This summer, we're also pleased to present The Three Musketeers, a new 
adaptation by Robert Kauzlaric, based on the Alexandre 
Dumas novel. Mr. Kauzlaric is a Chicago playwright and 
a Joseph Jefferson award winner. His adaptation captures 
the energy and excitement of the original text in a new and 
vibrant way. We think Shakespeare would have approved! 
Thanks far joining us far our thirty-third season! We 
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by William Shakespeare 
When a frightful storm strikes a 
ship carrying the royal party of 
King Alonso of Naples, no one 
aboard thinks they'll survive. 
However, this is no accident, and 
the party is purposely shipwrecked 
on the shores of an enchanted and 
foreboding island. The ruler here 
is an enigmatic man and powerful 
magician named Prospero-the 
right Duke of Milan. 
just twelve years earlier, our 
mysterious hero and his young 
daughter were banished from Italy 
and cast to sea by his usurping 
brother Antonio, with the help of 
King Alonso. Through artful magic, 
Prospero seeks to punish these men 
and restore his rightful title. Yet 
by the end of the play, the power 
of something greater than magic 
transforms everyone. 
Strive mi~htily, but 
eat and drink 
as frl• ends. -Tiu TamingOJTluShrew, Act l, sune 2 
We hope you enjoyed your personalized lunch basket from Kelly's. 
Visit us soon in Downtown Bloomington to try our full menu! 
SHAKESPEARE SPECIAL: 
Bring in your ISF ticket stub and receive 10% off your meal 
(Offer ends Aug. 7 6, 20 7 0. Does not include catering or custom bakery orders.) 
11 3 N. Center Street, Bloomington • Phone: 309-820-1200 • KellysBakeryAndCafe.com 
Dramatis Person£ 
Prospero, the rightful Duke of Milan ............... ... .. .. DAVID SITLER£ 
Miranda, Prospero's daughter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KATRINA KuNTi 
Ariel, a spirit .............................. .. ... GERSON DACANAY,£ 
Caliban, an inhabitant of the island .................... KAREEM BANDEALY,4. 
Alonso, the King of Naples ............................ GEORGE JUDY.-£ 
Gonzalo, counselor co Alonso . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BRIAN RooNEY 
Antonio, uspurping Duke of Milan ..................... DAVID MARCOTIEf 
Sebastian, Alonso's brother . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KEVIN R1cH.-E 
Ferdinand, Prince of Naples. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BENJAMIN CoLEf 
Trinculo, a jester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. ...... CHRIS AMOS 
Stephano, a butler. ................................. PATRICK NEW,£ 
Boatswain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .... KEN MooNEY 
Spirits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KYLE CAMERON, NICK DARGIS, BEN LAYMAN, 
..•••......••.••••••••....•• KEN MooNEY, DAVID SoLOTKE, NATHAN STARK 
Understudies: Nick Dargis (And), Max Ganer (Stephano / Sebastian), Anthony Kaycr (Alonso/ Gonzalo), 
Brian Rooney (Prospero), Steve Wojtas (Caliban) 
A: Member of Actors' Equity Association '!'Equity Membership Candidate !'-'"United Scenic Artists 
Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DEB ALLEY 
Costume Designer ................................. HOLLY (OLE!'-" 
Scenic Designer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... FRED M. DuERflSa 
Lighting Designer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . ..... .JULIE MAcKflS" 
Sound Designer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .JOSEPH (OURT 
Stage Manager. ..................................... ADAM Fox,£ 
Vocal Coach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... CONNIE DE VEER 
Fight Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .......... KEVIN ASSELIN 
Acting Edition and Dramaturgy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... JOEL FINK 
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by William Shakespeare 
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The Three eMusketeers 
a new adaptation by Robert Kauzlaric, based on the Alexandre Dumas novel 
D)Jrtagnan, a Gascon youth, comes to Paris to fulfill his dream of becoming a Musketeer 
in service to King Louis XIII Upon his arrival he meets the Three Inseparables-Athos, 
Director 
Costume Designer . 
Scenic Designer .. 
Lighting Designer 
Sound Designer . . 
Stage Manager. 
Vocal Coach .. 
Fight Director . 
Porthos, and Aramis with whom 
he becomes fast friends. He also 
meets the lovely Constance-
handmaiden to Qjteen Anne-
through whom he gets enmeshed 
in the intrigues between King 
Louis and his nemesis, Cardinal 
Richelieu. 
With the help of his spies, the 
Comte de Rochefort and Milady 
Clarik, the Cardinal attempts to 
control King Louis and France 
through a series of nefarious plots. 
When Buckingham, the Prime 
Minister of England, goes to war 
with France, dJJrtagnan, Athos, 
Porthos and Aramis must defend 
their beloved France, save Queen 
Anne from Richelieu's plotting and 
find a way to rescue the woman 
r£1rtagnan loves. 
• • • • KAREN KESSLER 
KATHLEEN JAREMSKlfLSa 
• •• FRED M. DUERfLSa 
.JULIE MAcKfLSa 
•• JASON KNOX 
ABIGAIL 5. HARTMANN 
• • • • CONNIE DE VEER 
• • • • • l<EvlN ASSELIN 
Understudies: David Marcotte (Athos. Richelieu. Father). Brian Rooney (Trcville), Steve Wojras (Porchos). 
Nick Dargis (Felton, Bicarar). Ken Mooney (King Louis. All Host Roles). Anthony Kayer (B0nacieu1. Executioner), 
Kyle Cameron (Anrnis, Rochefort), Megan M. Storti (Milady) 
£Member of Actors' Equity Association fEquity Membership Candidate ~United Scenic Anises 
Dramatis Person£ 
D'Artagnan; a Gascon youth ... ........ . . .... ..... . . ... ........ .... . .. DREW VIDAL f 
King Louis XIII. ....... .... ..... .. .. .. ........... ... ...... .. . . DAVID MARCOITT f 
Monsieur Treville, Captain of che Musketeers ..•. ... . .. ....... ... •. . ••..... DAVID SITLER IE 
Achos; a Musketeer, one of the Three Inseperables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PATRICK NEW,E 
Porthos; a Musketeer, one of the Threelnseperables .......•• ... ..... ..... .. . ••. KEVIN RICH,.: 
Aramis; a Musketeer, one of che Three Insepearables .•• ....... .. .......... •. KAREEM BANDEALY,i,: 
Montaran, one of His Majesty's Guardsmen. . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . MAX GAN ET 
Musketeers I, 2 & 3 .............. .... ............ N1cK DARGIS, KEN MOONEY, NATHAN STARK 
~een Anne ............... .... ....................... .. ..... DEMETRIA THOMAS 
Constance Bonacieux, seamstress co the queen ....•... ... ••. . ... ...... .. MAGDALYN DONNELLY 
Pierre de Laporte, the queen's cloak bearer ... •.•.. ..•.... . ... . ....... ••.•.. KYLE CAMERON 
Cardinal Richelieu . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . GEORGE JuDYJE 
Milady Clarik . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KATHY LoGELIN,i,: 
Comee de Rochefort . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . STEVE WOJTAS f 
Monsieur Bonacieux . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. BRIAN ROONEY 
Madame de Lannoy, attendant to che queen. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MEGAN M. STORTI 
Bicarac, one of the Cardinal's Guards ..... ...•• ......... . . . . . ....•• •. . GERSON DACANAY,.: 
De Jussac, one of che Cardinal's Guards ... .... ......... .... . .•.• ••. .... . . BENJAMIN COLE f 
Cardinal's Guards I, 2 & 3 .. . ..... ............ .. .... NICK DARGIS, KEN MOONEY, NATHAN STARK 
Murderers I & 2 • •. .......• . . .. .........•.•.. .... ... . BENJAMIN (OLE f. ANTHONY KAYER 
George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham; Prime MiniseerofEngland ............• ••. ... CHRIS AMOS 
Lord de Winter ....... . . .. ......... .... ........... .• .•..... . . . . RHYS W. LOVELL 
Felton •..... ...•• .... .....• ••.... . . .... . . ...... . . .. . •. .... GERSON DACANAY,.: 
Baron Cecil ofEssendon .•...•. .... .....••••••. ... . . ••• . •• .. ... . •••• NICK DARGIS 
Baron Stanhope of Harrington ...• ••.. ........ .. •• • .•. . ... ..... ........ KEN MOONEY 
Baron Montjoy ofThurvescon . •• •...... . . ..•• •••... . ... .. ....... ...•• NATHAN STARK 
British Soldiers !, 2 & 3 . ..•.. ........• •... ........ . NICK DARGIS, KEN MOONEY, NATHAN STARK 
D'Arcagnan's Father . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . GEORGE JUDY}£ 
Hose of Jolly Millerlnn, in Meung .• .. .......... . ....•.•... . .......... RHYS W. LOVELL 
Hose of Sc. Martin's Inn, in Chantilly ..... ......• • . •.. ... . .. . . ..... ..... RHYS W. LOVELL 
Proprietress, of an unnamed inn in Crevecoeur ..•. ....•... ..... ........ •... RHYS W. LOVELL 
Hose of the Inn of che Golden Lilly, in Amiens • .• •. ......... . . . ..•..... .. .. RHYS W. LOVELL 
Kitty, Milady's maidservant ... .....•• •.... ........ .... .....•••. ..... KATRINA KuNT/ 
Madame Coquenard, an attorney's wife . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . .. . ...... MEGAN M. STORTI 
Superior of the Jesuits of Amiens •. . ...........•. • .... .. ... . .......... BENJAMIN (OLE f 
Mendicant, friend to a certain duchess . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • MAX GANET 
Executioner, of Lille ..... •• .......... .•. •..•...... . . . .......•. . . .. BRIAN ROONEY 
Priest, in the church of Sc. Leu . ......•• • • • . . .............•.....•..... ANTHONY KAYER 
Inn Patrons I, 2 & 3 ...... . . .. .. ........... ... .... NICK DARGIS, KEN MOONEY, NATHAN STARK 
Drunkard and his Cronies I & 2 ...••••••.•..... ..... •. NICK DARGIS, KEN MOONEY, NATHAN STARK 
Bandies I, 2 & 3 ..... ...... . . ..... ......... .... .. NrcK DARGIS, KEN MOONEY, NATHAN STARK 
Ensemble .•••.•....•• •.. •.. KYLE CAMERON, BENJAMIN COLE f, NICK DARGIS, MAX GANET, ANTHONY KAYER, 
... .. . .. .......• •••. . KATRINA KUNTZ f, KEN MOONEY, BRIAN ROONEY, NATHAN STARK, MEGAN M. STORTI 
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The Three eMusketeers 
a new adaptation by Robert Kauzlaric, based on the Alexandre Dumas novel 
D)Jrtagnan, a Gascon youth, comes to Paris to fulfill his dream of becoming a Musketeer 
in service to King Louis XIII Upon his arrival he meets the Three Inseparables-Athos, 
Director 
Costume Designer . 
Scenic Designer .. 
Lighting Designer 
Sound Designer . . 
Stage Manager. 
Vocal Coach .. 
Fight Director . 
Porthos, and Aramis with whom 
he becomes fast friends. He also 
meets the lovely Constance-
handmaiden to Qjteen Anne-
through whom he gets enmeshed 
in the intrigues between King 
Louis and his nemesis, Cardinal 
Richelieu. 
With the help of his spies, the 
Comte de Rochefort and Milady 
Clarik, the Cardinal attempts to 
control King Louis and France 
through a series of nefarious plots. 
When Buckingham, the Prime 
Minister of England, goes to war 
with France, dJJrtagnan, Athos, 
Porthos and Aramis must defend 
their beloved France, save Queen 
Anne from Richelieu's plotting and 
find a way to rescue the woman 
r£1rtagnan loves. 
• • • • KAREN KESSLER 
KATHLEEN JAREMSKlfLSa 
• •• FRED M. DUERfLSa 
.JULIE MAcKfLSa 
•• JASON KNOX 
ABIGAIL 5. HARTMANN 
• • • • CONNIE DE VEER 
• • • • • l<EvlN ASSELIN 
Understudies: David Marcotte (Athos. Richelieu. Father). Brian Rooney (Trcville), Steve Wojras (Porchos). 
Nick Dargis (Felton, Bicarar). Ken Mooney (King Louis. All Host Roles). Anthony Kayer (B0nacieu1. Executioner), 
Kyle Cameron (Anrnis, Rochefort), Megan M. Storti (Milady) 
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D'Artagnan; a Gascon youth ... ........ . . .... ..... . . ... ........ .... . .. DREW VIDAL f 
King Louis XIII. ....... .... ..... .. .. .. ........... ... ...... .. . . DAVID MARCOITT f 
Monsieur Treville, Captain of che Musketeers ..•. ... . .. ....... ... •. . ••..... DAVID SITLER IE 
Achos; a Musketeer, one of the Three Inseperables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PATRICK NEW,E 
Porthos; a Musketeer, one of the Threelnseperables .......•• ... ..... ..... .. . ••. KEVIN RICH,.: 
Aramis; a Musketeer, one of che Three Insepearables .•• ....... .. .......... •. KAREEM BANDEALY,i,: 
Montaran, one of His Majesty's Guardsmen. . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . MAX GAN ET 
Musketeers I, 2 & 3 .............. .... ............ N1cK DARGIS, KEN MOONEY, NATHAN STARK 
~een Anne ............... .... ....................... .. ..... DEMETRIA THOMAS 
Constance Bonacieux, seamstress co the queen ....•... ... ••. . ... ...... .. MAGDALYN DONNELLY 
Pierre de Laporte, the queen's cloak bearer ... •.•.. ..•.... . ... . ....... ••.•.. KYLE CAMERON 
Cardinal Richelieu . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . GEORGE JuDYJE 
Milady Clarik . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KATHY LoGELIN,i,: 
Comee de Rochefort . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . STEVE WOJTAS f 
Monsieur Bonacieux . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. BRIAN ROONEY 
Madame de Lannoy, attendant to che queen. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MEGAN M. STORTI 
Bicarac, one of the Cardinal's Guards ..... ...•• ......... . . . . . ....•• •. . GERSON DACANAY,.: 
De Jussac, one of che Cardinal's Guards ... .... ......... .... . .•.• ••. .... . . BENJAMIN COLE f 
Cardinal's Guards I, 2 & 3 .. . ..... ............ .. .... NICK DARGIS, KEN MOONEY, NATHAN STARK 
Murderers I & 2 • •. .......• . . .. .........•.•.. .... ... . BENJAMIN (OLE f. ANTHONY KAYER 
George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham; Prime MiniseerofEngland ............• ••. ... CHRIS AMOS 
Lord de Winter ....... . . .. ......... .... ........... .• .•..... . . . . RHYS W. LOVELL 
Felton •..... ...•• .... .....• ••.... . . .... . . ...... . . .. . •. .... GERSON DACANAY,.: 
Baron Cecil ofEssendon .•...•. .... .....••••••. ... . . ••• . •• .. ... . •••• NICK DARGIS 
Baron Stanhope of Harrington ...• ••.. ........ .. •• • .•. . ... ..... ........ KEN MOONEY 
Baron Montjoy ofThurvescon . •• •...... . . ..•• •••... . ... .. ....... ...•• NATHAN STARK 
British Soldiers !, 2 & 3 . ..•.. ........• •... ........ . NICK DARGIS, KEN MOONEY, NATHAN STARK 
D'Arcagnan's Father . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . GEORGE JUDY}£ 
Hose of Jolly Millerlnn, in Meung .• .. .......... . ....•.•... . .......... RHYS W. LOVELL 
Hose of Sc. Martin's Inn, in Chantilly ..... ......• • . •.. ... . .. . . ..... ..... RHYS W. LOVELL 
Proprietress, of an unnamed inn in Crevecoeur ..•. ....•... ..... ........ •... RHYS W. LOVELL 
Hose of the Inn of che Golden Lilly, in Amiens • .• •. ......... . . . ..•..... .. .. RHYS W. LOVELL 
Kitty, Milady's maidservant ... .....•• •.... ........ .... .....•••. ..... KATRINA KuNT/ 
Madame Coquenard, an attorney's wife . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . .. . ...... MEGAN M. STORTI 
Superior of the Jesuits of Amiens •. . ...........•. • .... .. ... . .......... BENJAMIN (OLE f 
Mendicant, friend to a certain duchess . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • MAX GANET 
Executioner, of Lille ..... •• .......... .•. •..•...... . . . .......•. . . .. BRIAN ROONEY 
Priest, in the church of Sc. Leu . ......•• • • • . . .............•.....•..... ANTHONY KAYER 
Inn Patrons I, 2 & 3 ...... . . .. .. ........... ... .... NICK DARGIS, KEN MOONEY, NATHAN STARK 
Drunkard and his Cronies I & 2 ...••••••.•..... ..... •. NICK DARGIS, KEN MOONEY, NATHAN STARK 
Bandies I, 2 & 3 ..... ...... . . ..... ......... .... .. NrcK DARGIS, KEN MOONEY, NATHAN STARK 
Ensemble .•••.•....•• •.. •.. KYLE CAMERON, BENJAMIN COLE f, NICK DARGIS, MAX GANET, ANTHONY KAYER, 
... .. . .. .......• •••. . KATRINA KUNTZ f, KEN MOONEY, BRIAN ROONEY, NATHAN STARK, MEGAN M. STORTI 
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~erry Wives of Windsor 
by William Shakespeare 
Sir John Falstaff and his merry 
followers arrive in Windsor to settle 
an old score with justice Shallow, but 
Falstaff also has love and mischief on 
his mind. With the help of his muse, 
Mistress Quickly, Falstaff attempts to 
woo the wives of Ford and Page. The 
jealous Master Ford enlists his friends 
to thwart Falstaff's ungainly advances, 
but Mistress Ford and Mistress Page 
are playing games of their own. 
JO 
Meanwhile, three bachelors are 
courting young Anne Page - her 
mother favors the charismatic Dr. 
Caius, while her father prefers the 
wealthy and impressionable Slender, 
but Anne's heart belongs to Master 
Fenton. Only a magical night in the 
forest filled with fairies and hobgoblins 
will set things aright. 
Dramatis Person£ 
Sir John Falstaff ................................... GEORGE JUDY"' 
Bardolph . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... CHRIS AMOS 
Pistol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DAVID MARCOTIE"' 
Nym. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... STEVE WOJTAS'!' 
Robin, Falstaff's page ............................... NATHAN STARK 
Host of The Garter Inn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KEVIN RICHJE 
Parson Hugh Evans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BRIAN ROONEY 
Justice Shallow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DAVID SITLER" 
Slender, nephew to Justice Shallow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DREW VIDAL 'f 
Simple, servant to Slender. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... MAX GAN ET 
Master Ford .................................. KAREEM BANDEALY,1,. 
Mistress Ford .................................. DEMETRIA THOMAS 
Master Page ..................................... PATRICK NEw"' 
Mistress Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KATHY LoGELIN,1,. 
Anne Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KATRINA KUNTZ'!' 
Fenton, suitor to Anne Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BENJAMIN CoLE1 
Mistress ~ickly, servant to Dr Caius ................. MAGDALYN DONNELLY 
Dr Caius ..................................... GERSON DACANAY"' 
Rugby, servant to Dr Caius . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KYLE CAMERON 
John, Servant to Ford ................................. NICK DARGIS 
Robert, Servant to Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. KEN MOONEY 
Tony .......................................... ANTHONY KAYER 
Understudies: Brian Rooney {Falstaff), Chris Amos {Master Ford, Master Page), Max Ganct {Hugh Evans), Ken Mooney 
{Shallow, Host), Kyle Cameron (Dr. Caius), Nathan Stark {Pistol, Nym, Bardolph), Megan M. Storti {Mistress Page) 
£ Member of Actors' Equity Association fEquity Membership Candidate fl'aUnited Scenic Artists 
Director ..................................... CATHERINE WEIDNER 
Costume Designer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... RACHEL LARITZflsa 
Scenic Designer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ FRED M. DuERflsa 
Lighting Designer .................................. JULIE MAcKflSa 
Sound Designer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ JASON KNOX 
Stage Manager. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DAVID SoLOTKE 
Vocal Coach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... CONNIE DE VEER 
Fight Director. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... KEVIN ASSELIN 
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~erry Wives of Windsor 
by William Shakespeare 
Sir John Falstaff and his merry 
followers arrive in Windsor to settle 
an old score with justice Shallow, but 
Falstaff also has love and mischief on 
his mind. With the help of his muse, 
Mistress Quickly, Falstaff attempts to 
woo the wives of Ford and Page. The 
jealous Master Ford enlists his friends 
to thwart Falstaff's ungainly advances, 
but Mistress Ford and Mistress Page 
are playing games of their own. 
JO 
Meanwhile, three bachelors are 
courting young Anne Page - her 
mother favors the charismatic Dr. 
Caius, while her father prefers the 
wealthy and impressionable Slender, 
but Anne's heart belongs to Master 
Fenton. Only a magical night in the 
forest filled with fairies and hobgoblins 
will set things aright. 
Dramatis Person£ 
Sir John Falstaff ................................... GEORGE JUDY"' 
Bardolph . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... CHRIS AMOS 
Pistol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DAVID MARCOTIE"' 
Nym. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... STEVE WOJTAS'!' 
Robin, Falstaff's page ............................... NATHAN STARK 
Host of The Garter Inn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KEVIN RICHJE 
Parson Hugh Evans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BRIAN ROONEY 
Justice Shallow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DAVID SITLER" 
Slender, nephew to Justice Shallow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DREW VIDAL 'f 
Simple, servant to Slender. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... MAX GAN ET 
Master Ford .................................. KAREEM BANDEALY,1,. 
Mistress Ford .................................. DEMETRIA THOMAS 
Master Page ..................................... PATRICK NEw"' 
Mistress Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KATHY LoGELIN,1,. 
Anne Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KATRINA KUNTZ'!' 
Fenton, suitor to Anne Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BENJAMIN CoLE1 
Mistress ~ickly, servant to Dr Caius ................. MAGDALYN DONNELLY 
Dr Caius ..................................... GERSON DACANAY"' 
Rugby, servant to Dr Caius . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KYLE CAMERON 
John, Servant to Ford ................................. NICK DARGIS 
Robert, Servant to Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. KEN MOONEY 
Tony .......................................... ANTHONY KAYER 
Understudies: Brian Rooney {Falstaff), Chris Amos {Master Ford, Master Page), Max Ganct {Hugh Evans), Ken Mooney 
{Shallow, Host), Kyle Cameron (Dr. Caius), Nathan Stark {Pistol, Nym, Bardolph), Megan M. Storti {Mistress Page) 
£ Member of Actors' Equity Association fEquity Membership Candidate fl'aUnited Scenic Artists 
Director ..................................... CATHERINE WEIDNER 
Costume Designer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... RACHEL LARITZflsa 
Scenic Designer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ FRED M. DuERflsa 
Lighting Designer .................................. JULIE MAcKflSa 
Sound Designer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ JASON KNOX 
Stage Manager. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DAVID SoLOTKE 
Vocal Coach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... CONNIE DE VEER 




















































(HRIS AMOS- Trinculo (Tempest), Buckingham (3 
Muskeum), Bardolph (Merry Wives) - Chris is thrilled 
co return for his third season at the Festival. He earned 
his M.F.A. in Acting from the Theatre Conservatory 
at Chicago College of Performing Am at Roosevelt 
University. He lives in Chicago, where he acts and docs 
voiceover. Favorite roles include The Duke in Measure far 
Measure, Gascon in Beauty and the Beast, and Demetrius 
in A Midsummer Night's Dream. Chris would like co 
thank his family for their unwavering support, and 
Pamela for her unwavering unwaveringness. 
KAREEM BANDEALY - Caliban (Tempest), Aramis (3 
Muskeum). Ford (Merry Wives) - Kareem makes his 
debut ar the Festival. Chicago: Rock 'N' Roll Gas far 
Less, King Lear (Goodman Theatre); SS! A Midsummer 
Night's Dream, Edward JI, SS! Romeo & Juliet (Chicago 
Shakespeare Theater) ; Ilu illusion (Court Theam); 
It's a Wonderji,l Lift, Oklahoma! (American Theater 
Company. Film: Two Sides o/Suicide, Bodega, In Plain 
Sight, and The lvfrrry Gentleman directed by Michael 
Keaton. Kareem is an ensemble member of American 
Theater Company and an associate artist with Silk Road 
Theatre Project. 
KYLE CAMERON - Spirit (Tempest), Laporte/ Ensemble 
(3Musketeers), Rugby (Merry Wives)- Shordy afi:cr 
his birch in Norway, Kyle moved to Scodand where he 
spent rhc majority of his life. He mended rhe rhcarrical 
training program 'Stagecoach' for4 years. At age 11 , Kyle 
made his theatrical debut in South Pacific as Jerome, 
opening at His Majesty's Theatre in 1999. At Southern 
Methodist University Kyle studied the methods of 
Stanislavski and stage combat. Kyle is absolutely 
delighted co start his professional career in the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival. 
BENJAMIN (OLE- Ferdinand (Tempest), DcJussac/ 
Ensemble (3 Musketeers), Fenton (Merry Wives) - Ben 
is currcndy a Visiting Assistant Professor ofThcatre at 
Grand Valley Stare University in Michigan teaching 
Acting. He directed a Shakespeare touring show for 
High Schoolers this season that will be traveling to the 
Liverpool International Thcarer Festival in Nova Scotia 
this summer. Ben earned his M.F.A. in Acting from 
Western Illinois University, and earned his B.F.A. in 
Acting/Directing from Central Michigan University. He 
is an Actor/Combatant with the Society of American 
Fight Directors. 
GERSON DACANAY - Ariel (Tempest), Bicarat/ Felton (3 
Muskeum), Caius (Merry Wives) - Gerson currendy 
resides in Chicago where he has worked with the 
SteppenwolfTheater Company (Oshima in Kafka on 
the Shore), Chicago Shakespeare Theater (The Taming 
of the Shrew), First Folio Shakespeare Festival (Arid 
in The Tempest), New American Theater (Puck in A 
Midsummer Night's Dream). Regional credits include 
Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Indiana Repertory Theatre, 
Utah Shakespearean Festival, American Players Theam 
in Wisconsin. Gerson holds an M.F.A. in acting from the 
Professional Theatre Training Program at the University 
of Delaware. 
NICK DARGIS - Spirit (Tempest) , Featured Fighter/ 
Ensemble (3 Mmketurs),John (Merry Wives)- Nick 
is honored to be returning to the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival for a second season as an acting intern. As a 
recent graduate from Illinois State University, he is 
looking forward to moving back home to Chicago where 
he will be among friends and family while starting his 
career as a film and stage actor. Wherever the road takes 
me, he will always remember how to get home. Much 
love to Mom, Dad, T, C, M andJ. 
MAGDALYN DONNELLY - Constance Bonacieux (3 
Musketeers), Mistress ~ckly (Merry Wives), Celia 
(As You Like It) - Magdalyn is a recent M.F.A. 
graduate from The Shakespeare Theatre's Academy 
for Classical Acting at The George Washington 
University and currendy resides in Philadelphia. Some 
of her recent credits include My Name is Ruth with 34 
West Theatre Company, Annabella in 'Tis Pity Sl1e's a 
Whore and Verges in Much Ado About Nothing with 
The Shakespeare Theme's ACA, and Titania in A 
Midsummer Night's Dream, Bianca in Taming of the 
Shrew, and Lavinia in Titm Andronicm with Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival. 
MAX GANET - Montaran/ Ensemble (3 Musketeers), 
Simple (Merry Wives), Touchstone/ Hymen/ Jaques 
de Boys (As You Like It) - Max has most recendy been 
seen as Berringer in Rhinoceros at Illinois State University. 
Also at chat school he performed the roles of James in A 
Perftct Wedding, Blunt in I11e Rover, and Lysander in A 
Midsummer Nights Dream. He was the 2009 Kennedy 
Center/ American College Theatre Festival Midwest 
Region Irene Ryan winner, receiving the nomination 
from his role as Juan in Yem,a. Other roles include Valcre 
in Tartuffe, and Wallace in It's Called the Sugar Plum. 
GEORGE JUDY - Alonso (Tempest), Cardinal Richelieu 
(3 Musketem), Falstaff (Merry Wives) - George is the 
director of the Louisiana State University M.F.A. Acting 
program, Associate Artistic Director of Swine Place 
Productions and a member of Actors Equity Association 
and the Screen Actors Guild. His credits include work 
with the Royal National Theatre Studio, London, the 
Asolo Theatre, the Kentucky Shakespeare Festival, 
Pennsylvania Centre Stage, and twelve seasons with 
the Tony award winning Utah Shakespearean Festival. 
Favorite roles include Bottom (A Midsummer Night's 
Dream), Sir Toby Belch (Twelfth Night), and Polonius 
(Hamlet). 
ANTHONY KAYER - Priest/ Ensemble (3 Musketeers), 
Tony (Merry Wives), Charles/ Silvius/ Amiens (As You 
Like It) - This is Anthony's first year with the Festival. 
Anthony was born and raised in Oswego, Illinois and is 
currently attending the Chicago College of Performing 
Arts at Roosevelt University achieving his B.F.A. in 
Acting where he will be a junior this fall. He is extremely 
excited and humbled to be working with everyone here. 





















































(HRIS AMOS- Trinculo (Tempest), Buckingham (3 
Muskeum), Bardolph (Merry Wives) - Chris is thrilled 
co return for his third season at the Festival. He earned 
his M.F.A. in Acting from the Theatre Conservatory 
at Chicago College of Performing Am at Roosevelt 
University. He lives in Chicago, where he acts and docs 
voiceover. Favorite roles include The Duke in Measure far 
Measure, Gascon in Beauty and the Beast, and Demetrius 
in A Midsummer Night's Dream. Chris would like co 
thank his family for their unwavering support, and 
Pamela for her unwavering unwaveringness. 
KAREEM BANDEALY - Caliban (Tempest), Aramis (3 
Muskeum). Ford (Merry Wives) - Kareem makes his 
debut ar the Festival. Chicago: Rock 'N' Roll Gas far 
Less, King Lear (Goodman Theatre); SS! A Midsummer 
Night's Dream, Edward JI, SS! Romeo & Juliet (Chicago 
Shakespeare Theater) ; Ilu illusion (Court Theam); 
It's a Wonderji,l Lift, Oklahoma! (American Theater 
Company. Film: Two Sides o/Suicide, Bodega, In Plain 
Sight, and The lvfrrry Gentleman directed by Michael 
Keaton. Kareem is an ensemble member of American 
Theater Company and an associate artist with Silk Road 
Theatre Project. 
KYLE CAMERON - Spirit (Tempest), Laporte/ Ensemble 
(3Musketeers), Rugby (Merry Wives)- Shordy afi:cr 
his birch in Norway, Kyle moved to Scodand where he 
spent rhc majority of his life. He mended rhe rhcarrical 
training program 'Stagecoach' for4 years. At age 11 , Kyle 
made his theatrical debut in South Pacific as Jerome, 
opening at His Majesty's Theatre in 1999. At Southern 
Methodist University Kyle studied the methods of 
Stanislavski and stage combat. Kyle is absolutely 
delighted co start his professional career in the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival. 
BENJAMIN (OLE- Ferdinand (Tempest), DcJussac/ 
Ensemble (3 Musketeers), Fenton (Merry Wives) - Ben 
is currcndy a Visiting Assistant Professor ofThcatre at 
Grand Valley Stare University in Michigan teaching 
Acting. He directed a Shakespeare touring show for 
High Schoolers this season that will be traveling to the 
Liverpool International Thcarer Festival in Nova Scotia 
this summer. Ben earned his M.F.A. in Acting from 
Western Illinois University, and earned his B.F.A. in 
Acting/Directing from Central Michigan University. He 
is an Actor/Combatant with the Society of American 
Fight Directors. 
GERSON DACANAY - Ariel (Tempest), Bicarat/ Felton (3 
Muskeum), Caius (Merry Wives) - Gerson currendy 
resides in Chicago where he has worked with the 
SteppenwolfTheater Company (Oshima in Kafka on 
the Shore), Chicago Shakespeare Theater (The Taming 
of the Shrew), First Folio Shakespeare Festival (Arid 
in The Tempest), New American Theater (Puck in A 
Midsummer Night's Dream). Regional credits include 
Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Indiana Repertory Theatre, 
Utah Shakespearean Festival, American Players Theam 
in Wisconsin. Gerson holds an M.F.A. in acting from the 
Professional Theatre Training Program at the University 
of Delaware. 
NICK DARGIS - Spirit (Tempest) , Featured Fighter/ 
Ensemble (3 Mmketurs),John (Merry Wives)- Nick 
is honored to be returning to the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival for a second season as an acting intern. As a 
recent graduate from Illinois State University, he is 
looking forward to moving back home to Chicago where 
he will be among friends and family while starting his 
career as a film and stage actor. Wherever the road takes 
me, he will always remember how to get home. Much 
love to Mom, Dad, T, C, M andJ. 
MAGDALYN DONNELLY - Constance Bonacieux (3 
Musketeers), Mistress ~ckly (Merry Wives), Celia 
(As You Like It) - Magdalyn is a recent M.F.A. 
graduate from The Shakespeare Theatre's Academy 
for Classical Acting at The George Washington 
University and currendy resides in Philadelphia. Some 
of her recent credits include My Name is Ruth with 34 
West Theatre Company, Annabella in 'Tis Pity Sl1e's a 
Whore and Verges in Much Ado About Nothing with 
The Shakespeare Theme's ACA, and Titania in A 
Midsummer Night's Dream, Bianca in Taming of the 
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Shakespeare Festival. 
MAX GANET - Montaran/ Ensemble (3 Musketeers), 
Simple (Merry Wives), Touchstone/ Hymen/ Jaques 
de Boys (As You Like It) - Max has most recendy been 
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Also at chat school he performed the roles of James in A 
Perftct Wedding, Blunt in I11e Rover, and Lysander in A 
Midsummer Nights Dream. He was the 2009 Kennedy 
Center/ American College Theatre Festival Midwest 
Region Irene Ryan winner, receiving the nomination 
from his role as Juan in Yem,a. Other roles include Valcre 
in Tartuffe, and Wallace in It's Called the Sugar Plum. 
GEORGE JUDY - Alonso (Tempest), Cardinal Richelieu 
(3 Musketem), Falstaff (Merry Wives) - George is the 
director of the Louisiana State University M.F.A. Acting 
program, Associate Artistic Director of Swine Place 
Productions and a member of Actors Equity Association 
and the Screen Actors Guild. His credits include work 
with the Royal National Theatre Studio, London, the 
Asolo Theatre, the Kentucky Shakespeare Festival, 
Pennsylvania Centre Stage, and twelve seasons with 
the Tony award winning Utah Shakespearean Festival. 
Favorite roles include Bottom (A Midsummer Night's 
Dream), Sir Toby Belch (Twelfth Night), and Polonius 
(Hamlet). 
ANTHONY KAYER - Priest/ Ensemble (3 Musketeers), 
Tony (Merry Wives), Charles/ Silvius/ Amiens (As You 
Like It) - This is Anthony's first year with the Festival. 
Anthony was born and raised in Oswego, Illinois and is 
currently attending the Chicago College of Performing 
Arts at Roosevelt University achieving his B.F.A. in 
Acting where he will be a junior this fall. He is extremely 
excited and humbled to be working with everyone here. 
Thanks to Mom, Dad, Family and Friends for their 
immeasurable support. 
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KATRINA KUNTZ- Miranda (Tempest), Kirry/ Ensemble 
(3 Muskettm), Anne Page (Merry Wives) - This marks 
Katrina's first summer wirh the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival. Pasr roles include Juli er in Romeo and }11liet 
and Octavia in Antony and Cleopatra with rhe Colorado 
Shakespeare Festival, Olivia in Twelfth Night and 
Katherina in The Taming of the Shrew with the Utah 
Shakespearean Festival's Educational Tour, Maria in Tbr 
Sound of Music with Lighr Opera works, as well as work 
with Chicago Shakespeare, Victory Gardens, Illinois 
Theatre Center, and Theatre at the Center. 
KATHY LOGELlN - Milady Clarik (3 Muskettm ), 
Mistress Page (Merry Wives) - Kathy is thrilled co 
be returning ro che Illinois Shakespeare Festival rhis 
summer. Previous shows with the Festival include 
Romeo and Juliet, A Mids11mmtr Night's Dream, All's 
Wt// that Ends Wtll 1he Taming of the Shrew, The 
Merchant ofVtniu, and King]ohn. Regionally, Kathy was 
most recently seen in Mauritius at TheatreSquared in 
Arkansas, and appeared in MacBeth at the Notre Dame 
Shakespeare Festival in 2008. Chicago credits include 
These Shining Lives with Rivendell Theatre Ensemble 
(where she is a company member). 
RHYS W, LOVELL - Lord de Winter/ Host (3 
Musketeers), Senior/ Frederick/ Corin (As You Like 
It) - Rhys has acted and directed in Bloomington/ 
Normal for 25 years. He appears regularly with rhe 
Heartland Theatre Company, having first acted wirh 







ago. Most recently, he was featured in David Lindsay-
Abaire's Pulitzer prize-winning Rabbit Hole. Ac Illinois 
Srace University, where he reaching Acting and Theatre 
Appreciation, he appeared as Martin Dysart in rheir 
2009 production of Peter Shaffer's Eqtms. Rhys received 
his B.F.A. from Illinois Wesleyan and an M.F.A. in acting 
from Illinois State University. 
DAVID MARCOTTE - Antonio { Tempest), King Louis 
XIII (3Musketurs), Pistol (Merry Wives) - David is 
thrilled to make his Illinois Shakespeare debut. Recent 
Shakespeare credits include playing several characters 
for Myrhic Pictures' audio book recording of Romeo 
and Juliet, Orsino in Piccolo Theater's 12th Night and 
understudying/performing Baptista and Grumio at 
Chicago Shakespeare Theater for Short Shakespeare! The 
Taming of the Shrew. David is also the Creative Director 
for the new family friendly musical Cindy's Fella 
{cindysfella.com) and travels rhe world teaching acting 
for Pinnacle Performance Company. David graduated 
from Western Illinois University. 
KEN MOONEY - Boatswain (Tempest), Featured Fighter/ 
Ensemble (3 Musketeers), Robert (Merry Wives) -
This is Ken Mooney's first appearance in the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival. Ken is a B.S. Theatre Performance 
graduate from Illinois State University and worked with 
the Festival during his time at Illinois Scare, performing 
in two touring shows, Shakespeare On Love, and A 
Midsummer Night's Dream. Ken is very excited to be 
working with the Festival chis summer and hope you 
enjoy the show. 
I 
I 
PATRICK NEW - Stephano (Tempest), Athos (3 
,Hmketeers), Master Page (Merry Wives) - Patrick is 
, cry pleased to be returning to che Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival. National Tour - Roundabout Theatre 
Production: Twelve Angry Mm {Juror Twelve) . 
International - Singapore Arcs Festival: He//cab. 
Regional - Baltimore Centerscage, Kansas City Rep, 
Indiana Rep, Seattle Rep, ACT (San Francisco), 
Peninsula Players. Chicago: The Goodman Theatre, 
Steppenwolf. Famous Door, Lookingglass, Folio Theatre 
Company, and ochers. Film/TV: Flags of our Fathers; 
Ali : Tenfold, Private Practice; Cupid, Workplace. 
KEVIN RICH - Sebastian ( Tempest), Porrhos (3 
M11sketters), Hose (Merry Wives)- Previous Festival 
credits include Richard (Richard Ill) , Puck (A 
,\lid.rummer Night's Dream), and Gendarme (Scapin ). 
Regional rhearre credits include Berowne (Love's 
L,1bo11r's Lost), Sebastian (Twelfth Night), both Dromios 
Comedy of Errors) at Milwaukee Shakespeare; Puck 
(A Midsummer Night 's Dream), Thidias (Antony and 
Cleopatra) at Shakespeare & Company; Osric (Hamlet) 
at Chicago Shakespeare. Kevin holds a B.A. from 
Grinnell College and an M.F.A. in Acting from the Yale 
School of Drama. He is a member of AEA and SAG. 
BRIAN ROONEY - Gonzalo (Tempest), Bonacieux/ 
Ensemble (3 Musketeers), Hugh Evans (Merry Wives) 
- Delighted co be at the Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
for his second season, audiences may remember Brian 
as Egeus in A Midsummer Night's Dream, Argante in 
Scapin or Edward IV in Richard III. Brian appeared 
as The Marquis/ Wednesday in the world premier of 
The Man Who Was Thursday at New Leaf Theatre and 
had performances as Bob Cracchic in Drury Lane's A 
Christmas Carol. Brian has worked with Milwaukee 
Repertory Theatre, Theatre South Carolina. Brian has 
his M.F.A. in Acting from University of South Carolina. 
www.brianrooneyactor.com 
DAVID SITLER - Prospero (Tempest), Treville/ Fight 
Captain (3 Musketeers), Shallow (Merry Wives) - David 
is thrilled to be making his debut with the Festival. He 
was lase seen as Jack Brennan in Frost/Nixon at Arkansas 
Rep. Before chat he has worked on Broadway, National 
tours and regionally from Maine ro Urah in roles from 
Atticus to Scrooge. Thanks co all in this great company, 
all ar Judy Boals and his wife/actor Carolyn Popp. More 
info at www.davidsirler.com. Proud member of Actor's 
Equity, SAG and AFTRA. 
NATHAN STARK - Spirit ( Tempest) , Featured Fighter/ 
Ensemble (3 Musketeers) , Robin (Merry Wives) -
Nathan is thrilled co be returning co the Festival for his 
fifth season chis summer. Previous shows at the festival 
include Henry Vand Macbeth. Nathan is currently 
enrolled in the B.F.A. professional actor-training 
program at Ball Scace University, and will be going into 
his junior year. Next fall , he will be appearing as Louis 
in Angels in America. Nathan would like to thank his 
Mom, Dad, and sister Anna for their constant support. 
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MEGAN M. STORTI - Madame de Lannoy/ 
Coquenard/ Ensemble (3 Musketeers), Rosalind (As You 
Like It) - Megan Storti is thrilled to perform in her 
first season at the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. Recent 
university credits include: A Streetcar Named Desire 
(Stella), {title of show} (Susan) and In the Blood (Amiga 
Gringa/Beauty). A three rime Irene Ryan nominee for 
the Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival, 
Megan is a 2010 graduate of Illinois State University's 
B.F.A. Acting program. Love to Mom, Dad and Sarah. 
DEMETRIA THOMAS- ~een Anne (3 Musketeers), 
Mistress Ford (Mary Wives), Phoebe (As You Like 
It) - Demetria earned her bachelor's degree in Theatre 
from Grand Valley State University in Grand Rapids, 
Ml, and recently completed her M.F.A. in Acting at the 
University of Houston. Chicago credits include Cass 
in Stage Left's production of Burying the Bones, Erica 
in MPAACT's The Divine Order of Becoming, (Joseph 
Jefferson Citation for Best Actress), Willona Woods in 
Good Times: LIVE! Other credits: Mrs. Muller in Doubt 
at New Stage Theater, Thea in Hedda Gabler and Lady 
Macbeth in Macbeth. 
DREW VIDAL - D'Anagnan (3 Musketeers), Slender 
(Mary Wives), Orlando (As You Like It) - Drew is 
returning to the Festival stage for the first time since 
2002, when he played Lysander in Midsummer, and 
Benvolio in R&J. Last summer, he was the Festival's 
Fight Director. Chicago Area: The Hypocrites, Famous 
Door, Red Hen, Defiant, Tin Fish, Boxer Rebellion, 
Madison Rep, and New American, among others. Drew 
is an Assistant Professor of Acting and Stage Combat 
at Ball State University, and will play Joe in their 
production of Angels in America this fall. 
STEVE WOJTAS - Comte de Rochefort (3 Musketeers), 
Nym (Mary Wives),Jacques/ Adam/ Oliver (As You 
Like It) - Born in Hampstead, NH, Steve received 
an M.F.A. from the University of Wisconsin Madison 
in 2009 and is now based in Chicago. Recent credits 
include: Florizcl - The Winter's Tale - American Players 
Theatre, Exeter/Macmorris - Hmry V - American 
Players Theatre. Steve will be Kent in Reasons to be Pretty 
at Renaissance Theaterworks after the summer. 
DEB ALLEY - Artistic Director/ Director ( The Tempest) 
- Deb Alley has worked in professional theatre for 
more than 25 years. She graduated with a Master of 
Fine Am in Directing from Illinois State University; 
was cofounder and Managing Director for Columbus 
Ensemble Theatre; served as the Director of Children's 
Theatre/Special Events at Circa '21 Dinner Playhouse 
in Rock Island, IL; worked as a stage manager on 
three national tours, and was Associate Producer for 
DramaSearch Productions Company. Deb is currently an 
Associate Professor of Theatre at Illinois State University. 
KAREN KESSLER - Director (3 M11skmm) - This 
is Karen's sixth season with the Festival, having most 
recently directed Scapin (2009) and Macbeth (2005), 
and she is always happy to spend time here. Karen is 
a freelance direcror in Chicago where she is also an 
ensemble member of A Red Orchid Theatre. At Red 
Orchid she directed P11mpgirl, Blasted, Gagarin 1¥tzy and 
Mr. Ko/pert. Other Chicago credits include Hiir with 
Seanachai Theatre, The Trestle at Pope Lick Creek for 
Riven dell Theatre, God of Hell for Next Theatre and The 
Underpants for Noble Fool. 
REBEKAH SCALLET - Director (As J'o11 Like It) -
Rebekah directed last season's The Tempest, and was 
assistant director for Tlu Taming of the Shrew and Jrl11ch 
Ado About Nothing at the Festival. Recently she directed 
Lower Debt with LiveWire Chicago Theatre, Amie 
Frank & Me for the College of Lake County. Other 
credits: assistant director for Trvelfth Night at Chicago 
Shakespeare Theater; Top Girls at Eureka College; and 
Tl,e Philadelphia Story, Trvelfth Night, One Flea Spare, 
and Oleanna at Illinois State University where she 
received her M.F.A. in directing. 
CATHERINE WEIDNER - Director (Merry Wives) 
- Catherine is a professional director, actor, and an 
Associate Professor at The Theatre School of De Paul 
University in Chicago. For ten years she was the 
Program Director of The Shakespeare Theatre Company 
Academy for Classical Acting at the George Washington 
University. She has directed productions of Taming of the 
Shrew and Titus Androniws for the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival. She holds a B.F.A. in Acting from Ithaca College 
and an M.F.A. in Directing from the University of 
Minnesota and is a member of Acrors Equity Association 
and the Stage Directors & Choreographers Union. 
JON FERREIRA-Assistant Director (Tlu Tempest) -
You may remember Jon from last summer, as a member 
of the acting company, but this season, he returns to 
Assistant Direct T!Je Tempest. Jon earned his B.F.A. in 
acting from Emerson College, where Kristin Linklater 
trained him in Voice and Shakespeare. After ten years of 
Hi-Tech. Low Stress. 
professional work, Jon came back to school as an M.F.A. 
directing candidate at Illinois State. This past spring, Jon 
directed Macbeth, and in the fall, Jon will direct his last 
play at Illinois State - Les Liaisons Dangermses. 
JAMES WAGONER - Assistant Director (3 Musketeers) 
- James \Vagoner is the Assistant Director for The 
Three Musketeers. James has just finished the second 
year of the M.F.A. Directing program at Illinois State 
University. He is excited about helping bring one the 
great stories to the stage. Dumas would be proud. Mr. 
Wagoner is originally from Atlanta but now lives here 
in Normal with his wonderful wife Erica and dog Jack. 
ROBERT KAUZLARIC- Playwright (3 Musketeers) 
- Robert is delighted to return to the Festival after 
performing in the I 996 season as a member of the acting 
company. He has written nine theatrical adaptations 
which have been performed in over a dozen states around 
the US, including The Island of Dr. Moreau (winner of 
5 Non-Equity Joseph Jefferson Awards, including New 
Adaptation), Tlu Picture of Dorian Gray (Non-Equity 
Joseph Jefferson Award nominee), and Neil Gaiman's 
Neverwhere (currently receiving its world premiere at 
Lifeline Theatre in Chicago; Jeff Recommended) . 
KEVIN ASSELIN - Festival Fight Director - Kevin 
is thrilled to join the Festival this season marking 
his first appearance as a Fight Director. Fight credits 
include work with Chicago Shakespeare Theatre 
(Jeff Nomination Fight Direction) Writers Theatre 
(Jeff Nomination Fight Direction) two seasons with 
American Players Theatre, Signal Ensemble, Marriott 
Theatre, Apple Tree Theatre, Light Opera Works, 
Defiant Theatre, Greasy Joan. Kevin received his 
advanced certification from the Fight Directors of 
Canada, and holds an M.F.A. in Acting from UIUC. 
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Ml, and recently completed her M.F.A. in Acting at the 
University of Houston. Chicago credits include Cass 
in Stage Left's production of Burying the Bones, Erica 
in MPAACT's The Divine Order of Becoming, (Joseph 
Jefferson Citation for Best Actress), Willona Woods in 
Good Times: LIVE! Other credits: Mrs. Muller in Doubt 
at New Stage Theater, Thea in Hedda Gabler and Lady 
Macbeth in Macbeth. 
DREW VIDAL - D'Anagnan (3 Musketeers), Slender 
(Mary Wives), Orlando (As You Like It) - Drew is 
returning to the Festival stage for the first time since 
2002, when he played Lysander in Midsummer, and 
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Door, Red Hen, Defiant, Tin Fish, Boxer Rebellion, 
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is an Assistant Professor of Acting and Stage Combat 
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production of Angels in America this fall. 
STEVE WOJTAS - Comte de Rochefort (3 Musketeers), 
Nym (Mary Wives),Jacques/ Adam/ Oliver (As You 
Like It) - Born in Hampstead, NH, Steve received 
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Theatre, Exeter/Macmorris - Hmry V - American 
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at Renaissance Theaterworks after the summer. 
DEB ALLEY - Artistic Director/ Director ( The Tempest) 
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Theatre/Special Events at Circa '21 Dinner Playhouse 
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three national tours, and was Associate Producer for 
DramaSearch Productions Company. Deb is currently an 
Associate Professor of Theatre at Illinois State University. 
KAREN KESSLER - Director (3 M11skmm) - This 
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Hi-Tech. Low Stress. 
professional work, Jon came back to school as an M.F.A. 
directing candidate at Illinois State. This past spring, Jon 
directed Macbeth, and in the fall, Jon will direct his last 
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JAMES WAGONER - Assistant Director (3 Musketeers) 
- James \Vagoner is the Assistant Director for The 
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year of the M.F.A. Directing program at Illinois State 
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great stories to the stage. Dumas would be proud. Mr. 
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ROBERT KAUZLARIC- Playwright (3 Musketeers) 
- Robert is delighted to return to the Festival after 
performing in the I 996 season as a member of the acting 
company. He has written nine theatrical adaptations 
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the US, including The Island of Dr. Moreau (winner of 
5 Non-Equity Joseph Jefferson Awards, including New 
Adaptation), Tlu Picture of Dorian Gray (Non-Equity 
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KEVIN ASSELIN - Festival Fight Director - Kevin 
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his first appearance as a Fight Director. Fight credits 
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(Jeff Nomination Fight Direction) Writers Theatre 
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HOLLY (OLE- Costume Designer (1he TempestJ-. 
Holly Cole is a graduate of Carnegie Mellon University. 
Design credits from SteppenwolfTheater, Lincoln 
Center Institute, Utah Shakespeare Festival, and the 
Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus. She won 
the 1993 Denver Critics Circle Award for Colorado 
Shakespeare Festival's Pericles and the 1982 Hele~ Hayes 
Award for the Folger Theater's Merry Wives of Wi~dsor. 
Other credits include the Muppets, the Metropolitan 
Opera, the Juilliard School. Her book: Cost11mingfar 
Film: 1he Art and the Craft came out in 2005. 
JOSEPH (OURT - Sound Designer (1he Tempest) - This 
is Joe's 7th design for the Festival and he is excited ~o be 
back! Recent Festival designs include Complete Horks 
Abridged, Tit11s Andronims, and-'.4 Mid~11mme7: Nights 
Dream. Joe lives in Chicago and 1s Aud10 Engmee~ for 
Million Dollar f/Eartet. He is Resident Sound Designer 
for Emerald City Theatre Company and company 
member with Mary-Arrchie Theatre. He was nominated 
for A Jeff Award in 2009 for his design for 1he Unseen at 
A Red Orchid Theatre. 
CONNIE DE VEER - Vocal 
Coach - Connie is an Associate 
Professor of Voice/Speech and 
Acting; serves as a Voice/Text/ 
Dialects coach for productions in 
the School of Theatre; and is an 
AmSAT certified teacher of the 
Alexander Technique. She served 
as staff movement coach and 
choreographer for the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival for several 
seasons, on such productions 
as Tbe Taming of the Shrew, 1he 
Tri11mph of Love, Romeo and 
J11liet, Pericles, 1he Comedy of 
Errors, world premiere of 1he 
Falcon's Pitch. Member of Actor's 
Equity Association. 
FRED M, DUER - Festival 
Scenic Designer - Fred's scenic 
designs range from summer 
stock for The Monomoy Theatre 
in Chatham, Massachusetts, to 
opera for Opera Delaware. His 
regional theatre credits include; 
Indiana Repertory Theatre; 
Colorado Shakespeare Festival; 
Theatre Aspen; The Studio 
Arena Theatre; The Old Globe 
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Join Friends of the Arts and help provide essential scholarships 
for generations of artists to come, while being part of a~ active artistic 
and social community. Call 309-438-8322 or foa@1lstu.edu 
Theatre and IO seasons with Shakespeare Festival/ LA. 
Fred designed the sets for Tbe fresh Prince of Bel-A,,. 
for 5 seasons, and NB C's In Tbe House for 4 years. 
His film work includes the TV movie, Saved By 171e 
Bel!-1-Vedding in Las Vegas and Fits and Starts. He is the 
recipient of the Drama-Logue - Los Angeles Critics 
Scenic Design Award; and was nominated for an Emmy 
Award for Outstanding Art Direction for a Variety or 
Music Program for his design work on 17,e Pat Sajak 
Show, CBS, 1989. Fred heads the M.F.A. Scenic Design 
program at Indiana University. He is a member of 
United Scenic Artist, Local 829. 
KATHLEEN JAREMSKI - Costume Designer (3 
lvfusketem) - Kathy received her M.F.A. from Indiana 
University. She currently teaches costume design, 
theatrical makeup, rendering, and costume history at 
Christopher Newport University. Previous Festival 
credits include costume design for Taming of the Shrew, 
Mids11mme1· Night's Dream, and Night of the B11rning 
Pestle. Other costume design credits include: Orpheus 
and the Underworld, Pericles, 17,e Gift of the Magi. Kathy 
is also the resident costume designer for American 
Playworks and is a member of USA. 
JASON KNOX - Sound Designer (Merry Wives I 3 
Musketeers) - Jason Knox is a composer and sound 
designer based in Chicago, and a graduate of the M.F.A. 
sound program at Purdue University. Past sound design 
and music composition work includes A Christmas 
Carol, Metamorphoses, Amadeus, 17,e Arabian Nights, 
Richard III, 17,e 1-Vimzen of Troy, and Dead Man H'tl/king. 
RACHEL LARITZ- Costume Designer (Merry 1-Vives) -
Rachel is thrilled to be joining the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival for the first time. Regional theatres include: 
Milwaukee Repertory Theatre, New York's Pearl Theatre, 
Northlight Theatre, Remy Bumppo, Peninsula Players, 
Court Theatre, Timeline, Chamber Theatre, Renaissance 
Theaterworks, Skylight Opera, and the University of 
Michigan. Professional credits include: NBC'S Law 
& Order, American Players Theatre, Chicago Opera 
Theatre, Garsington Opera (London, England), and the 
Spoleto Festival USA. Rachel is a recent recipient of a 
2009 Joseph Jefferson Award for Voysey Inheritance. 
JULIE MACK - Festival Lighting Designer - Julie, 
Professor of Lighting Design at Illinois State University, 
has been teaching and designing for over twenty 
years. Julie has designed the lighting for the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival for seven seasons - and three world 
premieres at the Tony Award-winning Victory Gardens 
Theater in Chicago. Other credits include 17,e King and 
I at Drury Lane Oakbrook Terrace, Ruthless! 1he lvfusical 
and 17,e Underpants at Noble Fool Theatricals. Julie is 
also a co-founder of the Fairbanks Shakespeare Theatre 
m Fairbanks, Alaska. 
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seasons, on such productions 
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Falcon's Pitch. Member of Actor's 
Equity Association. 
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Spoleto Festival USA. Rachel is a recent recipient of a 
2009 Joseph Jefferson Award for Voysey Inheritance. 
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ADAM Fox - Production Stage Manager/ Stage 
Manager (1he Tt:mpest)-Adam is thrilled to be 
returning to the Festival, where he previously served 
as Production Stage Manager in 2007 and as a Stage 
Manager in 2001 (Love's Labour's Lost). Chicago 
credits include work with Redmoon, Piven Theatre 
Workshop, Provision, Chicago Dance Crash, The Living 
Canvas, New Millennium, Emerald City, and Chicago 
Shakespeare. This past fall Adam joined the faculty of his 
Alma mater, Illinois State University 
UIROLE S, DEETER - Stage Manager (As You Like 
It)/ Assistant Stage Manager (Merry Wives) - This 
is Carole's second year working for the Festival. Last 
summer Carole was the Assistant Stage Manager for 
A Midsummer Night's Dream and the Stage Manager 
for 1he Tempest. For two seasons, Carole has been a 
Production Assistant at the Indiana Repertory Theatre. 
Highlights include To Kill a Mockingbird, 1he Ladies' 
Man, 1he Heavem are Hung in Black, Rabbit Hole, 
Romeo & Juliet, and Around the World in 80 Days. 
Graduate of St. Mary's College in Notre Dame. 
ABIGAIL S, HARTMANN - Stage Manager (3 Musketurs) 
- Abigail is glad to be back for her fourth season. 
Highlights include the National Tour of Peter & the 
Wolf with Childsplay Theatre. Festival shows include 
Asst. Stage Manager for Twelfth Night, SM for Much 
Ado About Nothing and A Midsummer Night's Dream. 
Resident Stage Manager at Childsplay Theatre for a 
season and a half and a season at Mill Mountain Theatre 
in Roanoke, VA in 2006 as production assistant. Resides 
in Chicago with newly acquired husband, Paul, and dog, 
Chandler! 
DAVID SOLOTKE- Stage Manager (Merry Wives)! 
Spirit (Tempest) - David is thrilled to be returning to 
the Festival for a second season, having stage managed 
Scapin last summer. Other SM credits include / Am 
My Own Wife (BoHo Theatre.Jeff Recommended), 
Dance Chicago 2009, 1he Who's Tommy and Bury the 
Dead (Illinois State University). David will return to 
BoHo Theatre to stage manage Big River in the fall. 
David teaches acting, directing, technical theatre, and 
playwriting in the Chicago area. David works with 
Play On Educational Theatre as a director, teacher, and 
technical director. David is a graduate of Illinois State 
with a degree in Theatre Education. 
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DEB ALLEY - Artistic Director 
DICK FoLSE - Managing Director 
JOHN POOLE - Managing Director (pre-season) 
(HAD LOWELL - Production Manager 
Design Staff 
JANELL CLINGENPEEL - Assistant Costume Designer 
(Tempest) 
K(LARE KEMOCK - Costume Designer (As You Like It) 
JEFFREY KMIEC - Scenic Designer (As You Like It) 
KATIE LAUGHLIN -Assistant Sound Designer/ Sound 
Designer (As You Like It) 
SARAH E, MIKRUT - Assistant Lighting Designer 
JUDITH RIVERA-RAMIREZ - Assistant Costume 
Designer (3 Musketeers) 
LAUREN ROARK - Assistant Costume Designer (Merry 
Wives) 
CHRIS WvCH - Assistant Scenic Designer 
Scene Shop/Electrics Crews 
DAVID NAVALINSKY - Technical Director 
BRANDON Lmow - Assistant Technical Director/ 
Stage Operations Manager 
ALICA BAILEY - Scene Shop Foreman ( Centennial) 
AMANDA WARRINER - Scene Shop Foreman {Ewing)/ 
Assistant Stage Operations Manager 
DAVID URMAK - Master Carpenter 
JEREMY JENKINS - Master Carpenter 
TOM EGAN - Carpenter/ Stage Operator 
ANDREA FIELDS - Carpenter 
JACOB FISK - Carpenter 
SEAN MAYNARD - Carpenter 
MARY JEAN SEDLOCK - Carpenter/ Stage Operator 
ERIK TYLKOWSKI - Carpenter/ Stage Operator 
MARK GARTZMAN - Carpenter Intern/ Stage Operator 
JEFFREY KMIEC - Prop Master 
EMILY A. WILKEN - Assistant Prop Master/ Run Crew 
HEATHER ANN HICKS - Prop Artisan 
HEATHER SINClAIR - Prop Artisan 
DANIELLE UDCHIK - Props Intern 
LOUISA HALlAS - Scenic Charge Artist 
ANDREA BALL - Scenic Artm/ Stage Operator 
AMANDA HAVERICK - Scenic Artm 
JOANNA SZEWauK - Scenic Artm Intern 
SARAH E, MIKRUT - Master Electrician 
KELLY K. WOLFE - Electrician/ Light Board Operator 
ALEX SolMAUS - Electrician/ Sound Engineer/ 
Sound Board Operator 
ANDREW DAVILA - Electrics Intern 
Costume Crew 
CHRISTINE DUNCAN - Costume Shop Manager 
AsHLEY RIG6 - Cutter/ Draper 
TJ WIWAMSON - Cutter/ Draper 
MlatELLE BENREY - First Hand 
SANDY CHILDERS - First Hand 
JENNIFER AKERS - Costume Technician 
ADRIAN BOYES - Costume Technician 
JENNIFER BRONSIED - Cosaune Technician/ Wardrobe 
DELENA BRADLEY - Costume Technician 
LINDSEY EAsrMAN - Costume Technician 
LAUREN HAILEY - Costume Technician 
SHANA HALL - Costume Technician/ Wardrobe 
MAUREEN REDLER - Costume Technician 
JACK SolMnz - Costume Technician/ Wardrobe 
JENNIFER SHESKO - Costume Technician 
BRITTANY POWERS - Cosaune Tech. Intern/ Wardrobe 
KCLARE l<EMOCK - Wardrobe Supervisor 
ROBERT GOODE - Craft Supervisor 
ANSARI AMEERA - Craft Technician 
Stage Management Assistants 
CLAIRE DIEDRIOI - Assistant Stage Manager (3 
Musketeers)/ Run Crew 
BEN LAYMAN - Production Assistant/ Run Crew/ 
Spirit (Tempest) 
WSIE MAUADY - Production Assistant/ Run 
Crew/ Asst. Fight Captain (3 Musketeers)/ Fight 
Captain {As You Like h) 
RYAN PRENDERGAST - Assistant Stage Manager 
(Tempest)/ Run Crew 
JESSICA WHfflNGTON - Production Assistant/ 
Assistant Stage Manager/ Run Crew 
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K(LARE KEMOCK - Costume Designer (As You Like It) 
JEFFREY KMIEC - Scenic Designer (As You Like It) 
KATIE LAUGHLIN -Assistant Sound Designer/ Sound 
Designer (As You Like It) 
SARAH E, MIKRUT - Assistant Lighting Designer 
JUDITH RIVERA-RAMIREZ - Assistant Costume 
Designer (3 Musketeers) 
LAUREN ROARK - Assistant Costume Designer (Merry 
Wives) 
CHRIS WvCH - Assistant Scenic Designer 
Scene Shop/Electrics Crews 
DAVID NAVALINSKY - Technical Director 
BRANDON Lmow - Assistant Technical Director/ 
Stage Operations Manager 
ALICA BAILEY - Scene Shop Foreman ( Centennial) 
AMANDA WARRINER - Scene Shop Foreman {Ewing)/ 
Assistant Stage Operations Manager 
DAVID URMAK - Master Carpenter 
JEREMY JENKINS - Master Carpenter 
TOM EGAN - Carpenter/ Stage Operator 
ANDREA FIELDS - Carpenter 
JACOB FISK - Carpenter 
SEAN MAYNARD - Carpenter 
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TJ WIWAMSON - Cutter/ Draper 
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JENNIFER AKERS - Costume Technician 
ADRIAN BOYES - Costume Technician 
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Management Staff 
KRISTINA BELGIO - Company Manager/ Assistant 
JUSTIN f RIEZENBERG - Cashier/ Concierge 
LORA VODICKA - Cashier/ Concierge 
ALYSSA ZURAVEL - Cashier/ Concierge 
CRISTEN SUSONG - Camp Leader 
Production Manager 
MATI WRIGHT - Director of Operations 
BYRON NEAL, JR, -Associate Director of Operations 
BRANDON BURLING - Ticket Office Manager 
MITCH BELUSKO - Camp Counselor 
JONATHAN DAVIS - Camp Counselor 
RACHEL Disco - Camp Counselor JESSE CANNADY - House Manager 
(ARA PETERSON - Assistant Ticket Office Manager 
COLLEEN LONGO - Assistant House Manager 
BRYNNE BARNARD - Ticket Office Agent 
MARY ROCKE - Camp Counselor 
AMY COON - Office Staff 
VALERIE DAMBOLD - Office Staff 
CASEY PEEK - Ticket Office Agent PETE GUITHER - Program Guide/ Photography 
LINDSIE SHUNK - University Photographer 
ROBERT TOMASKI - University Television Specialist 
MIKE MAHLE - Graphic Designer 
(OREY POND - Ticket Office Agent 
MITCH CONTI - Cashier/ Concierge 
JAMELLE ROBINSON - Cashier/ Concierge 
RACHEL STRACK - Cashier/ Concierge ALEX SKORPINSKI - Web Developer 
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The Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
would like to thank our 
Education and Special Projects Sponsors 
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PERFORMING ARTS 
ACADEMY 
OF CENTRAL ILLINOIS 
THE JOHN STEVENS EQUITY ACTOR 
The John Stevens Equity Actor is funded through the John Stevens Memorial Golf Outing. 
Sponsored by Nancy Stevens and the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, this annual event is held in 
the spring and honors the memory of John Stevens, a past President of the Illinois Shakespeare 
Society and long-time Festival supporter. 
The John Stevens Equity Actors: Kevin Rich (2010) 
Michelle Shupe (2009); Daniel Harray (2008): Eddie Collins (2007): Thomas Anthony Q£inn (2006) 
Information on funding an Equity Actor can be obtained by calling the Festival at 309-438-8783. 
THE CROSSROADS THEATRE ACTOR 
Crossroads Theatre is a multicultural theatre program within the School of Theatre at Illinois State University. 
Crossroads encourages and explores performances that address the issues and experiences of ethnic minorities in the 
United States and the experiences of international cultures, including Asia, the Middle Ease, Africa, Latin America, 
and indigenous peoples of the world. Crossroads also creates an important bridge between the university and the 
community. 
The Crossroads Theatre Actors: Demetria Thomas (2010) Wayne T. Carr (2009): Aaron H. Moss (2008) 
Illinois State University 
President Al Bowman 
Provost Sheri Noren Everts, Vice President for Academic 
Affairs 
Daniel T. Layzell, Vice President for Finance & Planning 
Steve Adams, Vice President for Student Affairs 
Erin Minne, Vice President for University Advancement 
IllinoisState.edu 
College of Fine Arts 
James Major, Dean, College of Fine Am 
John Walker, Executive Associate Dean / Director, Arts 
Technology Program 
Shari Zeck, Associate Dean / Director, Office of 
Research in Am Technology 
Laurie Merriman, Assistant Dean 
Janet Tulley, Assistant Dean 
Pete Guither, Assistant to the Dean 
Brian Gawor, Director of Development 
Tony Crowley, Director, School of Art 
Steve Parsons, Director, School of Music 
Janet Wilson, Director, School of Theatre 
Barry Blinderman, Director, University Galleries 
Brandon Burling, Ticket Office Manager, Center for the 
Performing Arts 
College of Fine Arts Staff: 
Kathryn Anderson, Nathan Rudge 
School of Theatre Scaff 
Amy Coon, Valerie Dambold 
IllinoisState.edu/ finearts 
Speci,d ]hanks 
The University Advancement Scaff 
Rebecca Landau, Executive Director, Ewing Properties 
Roger Harris, Resident Mgr., Ewing Cultural Center 
Grounds & Facilities Management Staff 
Craig Sutter for his support of the Ice Cream Socials 
Michael Chemycz and Megan Pressley for their work on 
the Harpy 
Lifeline Theatre, Chicago (lifelinecheacrc.com) 
Jodi Prosser 
and ... 
Special Thanks to John Poole for his three years of 
service as Managing Director of the Festival. 
It's Outdoor Theatre! (Rain Policy) 
The Festival performs through light showers. Should 
any outdoor performance be rained out before the 
first intermission, patrons may exchange their tickets 
for another performance within two business days. If 
a performance is stopped after the first intermission, 
the evening will be considered complete and no ticket 
exchanges will be possible. 
Contacting the Festival 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival • Campus Box 5700 
Normal, IL 61790-5700 • www.thefestival.org 
Box Office .......................... 309/438-2535 
Ewing Box Office ... .. . .. ........... 309 /828-9814 
Group Sales ........................ 309/438-3586 
Management Office ................. 309 / 438-897 4 
Fax ................................ 309/438-5806 
Costume Donations ................. 309/438-51 SO 
Shakespeare Society ................. 309/438-8974 
email .................. . ......... shake@ilstu.edu 
Box Office 
Center for the Performing Arts Box Office 
(corner of School & Beaufort Streets in Normal) 
Campus Box 5700 • Normal, IL 61790-5700 
Open 11:00-5:00 Mon-Sat 
Ewing Box Office (Ewing Courtyard) 
Open 5:00 pm through intermission 
Festival Policies 
o The taking of pictures or making recordings of any kind 
are not allowed in the theatre. 
o Glass bottles, coolers, and picnic baskets are not allowed 
in the theatre. Drinks not in glass containers are 
allowed, as well as snack items. 
o Patrons must refrain from walking on the stage. 
o Latecomers will not be seated until a suitable break in 
the play's action at the discretion of the House Manager 
and only in seats chosen by the House Manager. 
o Please silence cell phones and other electronic devices. 
If you need to be reached for an emergency, the House 
Manager will assist you. 
o For emergency contact, babysitters call 309 /828-9814. 
Please make sure the babysitter knows your seat location. 
o Smoking is not allowed anywhere on the Ewing Cultural 
Center grounds. 
o For your own safety, be sure to cross the street only at the 
corner crosswalk at the light. Please do not walk over to 
Sunset Road to cross after the performance. 
The Illinois Shakespeare Festival is a proud member of: 
o Shakespeare Theatre Association of America 
o The Institute of Outdoor Drama 
o University/ Resident Theatre Assn. (U/ RTA) 
• National Assn. of Schools ofTheatre (NAST) 
• Actors' Equity Association 
n. 
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Ihe Illinois Shakespeare Festival Society 
Se,ison Sponsors ($20,000+) 
The Snyder Companies 
Diretlor ($1,000+) 
Debbie Alley and Beth Campbell 
John and Sharon Amdall 
Jerry Antonini 
Judie A Bey 
Paul and Sandra Harmon 
Gary Hoover 
Jay-James R. Miller, M.D. 
Vanguard Charitable Endowment -
Phares and Harriet O'Daffer 
John Poole 
Illinois Prairie Community Foundation 
- Jerry and Carole Ringer Fund 
Illinois Prairie Community Foundation 
- John and Nancy Stevens Fund 
Craig Sutter 
Illinois Prairie Community Foundation 
- Ruel and Judy Wright Fund 
Smr($500+) 
Commerce Bancshares Foundation 
Dr. Ann Durand 
James and Susanne Edmondson 
Susan Silvey 





BL Brenneman and SB Carter 
Harvey Burdette 
Gary Campbell 
Roger and Elaine Cushman 
Drake Zimmerman 
Tim and Wendy Duffy 
John and Susan Freed 
Peter Geddeis 
George and Myra Gordon 
Jim Graff 
John Groves 
The Illinois Shakespeare Festival wishes to thank the following Shakespeare 
Festival Society members, businesses, foundations, government agencies, and 
organizations for their generous support of the Festival. This list includes 
contributions and in-kind donations received prior to June J, 20 I 0. The 
Festival apologizes for any unintended omissions to the list. 
Charle Harris 
John T. Phipps Law Office P.C. 
John and Peg Kirk 
James Major and Amy Gilreath 
Mary Morstadt 
Elizabeth Nicol 
Paula J. Pomerenke 
John Rennick 
Clyde R. and Sharon A. Reynolds 





Debbie Alley and Beth Campbell 
Anonymous 
AT&T Foundation 
David and Janet Baker 
Stephanie and Richard Bennett 
Wallace and Karen Bergmann 







Charles A. SchweighauserTrust 
Kendall Childs in memory of Mary E 
Greener 





Warren and Teri Fink 
Linda Foutch 
Tim and Tonya Fredstrom 
John and Marilyn Freese 
Tim Gebhardt 
Kathy S. Gentry 




Johnathan and Marianna Hasse 
Barb and Bob Hathway 
Dennis Henrichs 
Holder Publishing Corp 
Stephen Horton 









about the Illinois Shakespeare Society 
Founded in 1982 by persons interested in enhancing the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival, the Society is a membership organization made up of individuals 
and businesses who see the Festival as an important cultural resource for 
Bloomington-Normal, Mclean County and all of Central Illinois. The Society 
has developed an active membership which has been essential to the 
Shakespeare Festival's continued growth and increasing artistic quality. 
For more information on how to join the Shakespeare Society and enjoy its 






Michael and Mary Kurka 
Joann Lansbarkis 
Anthony Liberta 
Deborah and Terry Lindberg 
Chad and Lauren Lowell 
Illinois State University 
Foundation 
The Illinois State University 
Foundation is a not-for-
profit corporation chartered 
by the State of Illinois 
for the sole purpose of 
serving the University. The 
Foundation is authorized to 
hold funds in trust, invest 
such funds and use the 
return ofthe investments 
or the capital for the 
support of scholarships, 
faculty research and other 
educational and related 
activities. It is through the 
Illinois State University 
Foundation that the Festival 
has been allowed to utilize 
picturesque Ewing Manor as 
its theatre site. 
Emily Martin 
Ed and Gail Matesevac Illinois Shakespeare 
Kelly Mathy Festival Society 
Priscilla and Darrell Matthews Board of Directors Paul Meints 
Richard Morrow 
Telia Murphy Jerry Ringer, President 
Jan Neuleib Nancy Stevens, Secretary 
David Piotrowski Judie Bey 
John Porter Anita Carney 
Calvin Pritner and Evamarii Johnson Kathi Davis 
Christopher Quinn Ann Durand 
Larry Eggan Amy Ragland and Scott Fenstermaker 
Greg Halperin Clarence Richardson 
Gerard and Elizabeth Rickert Paul Harmon 
Judy Ripsch Sue Lakin 
Don and Sandra Robinson John Phipps 
Robert Sanders Sue Silvey 
Alan Sans James Swanson 
Justin Shaltz Judy Wright 
Larry and Barbara Slanker Duane Yockey 
Roland Spies 
John and Sharon Tarvin Amy Wiens 
Tim and Teresa Tyler Steven Wiese 
Tamara Van Egtern Penny Wilson 
Ann Vogel Jacquelin Woods 





Jim Zaleschuk and Susan Hillabold 
Dorothy Zehr 
pmmted by 
Illinois State University , Coll,g, of Fin, Arts , School of .Music 
in conj11nction zvith th, Illinois Shakespeare Festival & 111' Rmtagraph. 
Sponsors incl11d, 11,, Fell Trust ,md Harbus Pianos Pim. 
• Monday.July 5 at 7 pm: 
33rd Illinois 
Volunteer Regi.ment Band 
• Monday,July 12 at 7 pm: 
An Evening of Chamber Music 
• Monday, July 19 at 7 pm: 
An Evening of Jazz 
• Monday,July 26 at 7 pm: 
Singi.ng Under the Stars 
Concercgoers should bring lawn chairs or blankets 
for seating. All concerts are free and cake place on the 
ease side of Cook Hall ( the "Cascle") on the quad. 
2' 
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"Glenn Wilson & Friends" 
Jazz Series & Live Music Nights 
Friday and Saturday nights from 6:30-7:30 p.m. Free! 
Fridays and Saturdays, world-renowned saxophonist and Normal 
resident Glenn Wilson is producing and performing a series of jazz 
concerts prior to the night's stage performance. The weekend concerts 
feature Wilson's jazz musician 'Friends' from New York, Chicago, 
Miami and Indianapolis. Also appearing will be Wilson's local group 
"ThcJazzmaniacs" plus other local jazz musicians. On July I, 18, 
22, 27 and August 4, enjoy a selection of mixed contemporary and 
pop acoustic secs performed live by visiting artists from all over the 
country. 
Green Shows and Madrigal Performances 
Entertainment for kids of all ages takes place on the Festival Courtyard Stage beginning 
at 6:00 p.m. most evenings. This year experience all the Green Show action! This 
season, we have invited theatre and performance organizations from the community 
co perform in our green shows. We'd like to thank Theatre's Cool, Illinois State 
Dance Theatre, Prairie Thiscle Pipes & Drums, Community Players Theatre, Normal 
Community West High School, Central Catholic High School,Janc Smolen, and 
Illinois Wesleyan University for entertaining us. 
In addition, listen to dulcet tunes sung by our Madrigal singers while relaxing in our 
bistro ·scylc courtyard. Our Madrigal singers will whisk you away to eras past with 
their historic costumes and selections of period music. The Green Show and Madrigal 
performances arc FREE to all guests even if you're not attending the main performance 
that night! 
The Madrigal Singers 
Directed by Karyl Carlson 
Mitch Belusko, Sarah Fallon, Kelly Ferguson, Dennis Gotkowsk.i, 
Andy Hudson, Colleen Longo, Brian Robinson, Mary Rocke 
Post-Show Talk-backs and Ice Cream Socials 
Stay after the performance on select Tuesdays and talk with the cast and the Artistic 
Director about the night's production. Then after the Q & A, join chc cast and crew 
in the courtyard for an old-fashioned ice cream social! It's a great way to meet chc 
company one-on-one and gee the inside "scoop" on their lives at the Festival. The 
social is sponsored by long-time supporter, Craig Sutter, and is FREE to all!Join us on 
July 20 after lhe Tempest, July 27 after Merry Wives of Windsor, and August 3 after lhe 
lhru Musketeers. 
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feature Wilson's jazz musician 'Friends' from New York, Chicago, 
Miami and Indianapolis. Also appearing will be Wilson's local group 
"ThcJazzmaniacs" plus other local jazz musicians. On July I, 18, 
22, 27 and August 4, enjoy a selection of mixed contemporary and 
pop acoustic secs performed live by visiting artists from all over the 
country. 
Green Shows and Madrigal Performances 
Entertainment for kids of all ages takes place on the Festival Courtyard Stage beginning 
at 6:00 p.m. most evenings. This year experience all the Green Show action! This 
season, we have invited theatre and performance organizations from the community 
co perform in our green shows. We'd like to thank Theatre's Cool, Illinois State 
Dance Theatre, Prairie Thiscle Pipes & Drums, Community Players Theatre, Normal 
Community West High School, Central Catholic High School,Janc Smolen, and 
Illinois Wesleyan University for entertaining us. 
In addition, listen to dulcet tunes sung by our Madrigal singers while relaxing in our 
bistro ·scylc courtyard. Our Madrigal singers will whisk you away to eras past with 
their historic costumes and selections of period music. The Green Show and Madrigal 
performances arc FREE to all guests even if you're not attending the main performance 
that night! 
The Madrigal Singers 
Directed by Karyl Carlson 
Mitch Belusko, Sarah Fallon, Kelly Ferguson, Dennis Gotkowsk.i, 
Andy Hudson, Colleen Longo, Brian Robinson, Mary Rocke 
Post-Show Talk-backs and Ice Cream Socials 
Stay after the performance on select Tuesdays and talk with the cast and the Artistic 
Director about the night's production. Then after the Q & A, join chc cast and crew 
in the courtyard for an old-fashioned ice cream social! It's a great way to meet chc 
company one-on-one and gee the inside "scoop" on their lives at the Festival. The 
social is sponsored by long-time supporter, Craig Sutter, and is FREE to all!Join us on 
July 20 after lhe Tempest, July 27 after Merry Wives of Windsor, and August 3 after lhe 
lhru Musketeers. 
The College: of Fine Arts and the School of 
Theatre at Illinois State University arc turning 40 
this year. We're: going to make it one you'll never 
forget. Herc's a taste of what we have in store -
Free Parking - we know, you never thought it 
would happen, but next year for all evening and 
weekend music, theatre, and dance: events (plus 
gallery openings), you'll have free parking in the 
School Street ramp (no ticket to show, just look 
for the "Fine Arts Parking Open" sign). 
First Annual Big Red Marching Machine Band 
Auction (September 11.2010 at 5:30 pm) at the 
Marriott, with a tribute to founder Ed Livingston. 
2010 Alumni Spectacular (September 
18-0ctober 16, 2010) - University Galleries' 
grandest ever alumni exhibition! We're accepting 
20" works of art from all Illinois State art alums 
from any era. 
Symposium on the: Creative Process (September 
28-30, 2010)- experts in Painting, Biology, 
Music, English, Improvisational Comedy, 
Psychology, Vidcography and more come together 
to take an in-depth look at creativity. 
Alumni Composers Concert (October 3, 
2010)-Thc: Wind Symphony premieres works 
by Illinois State alums Roy Magnuson, Mark 
Nowakowski, and Narong Prangcharocn. 
Diversion of Angels {December 9, 10, 11, 2010) 
- Through a special National Endowment for 
the Arts grant, members of the: Martha Graham 
Dance Company will re-stage: Martha Graham's 
1948 masterpiece with Illinois State University 
dance students. 
55th Annual Illinois State University Madrigal 
Dinners {December 2-1 l, 2010) -Another 
reason for celebration, at the Alumni Center. 
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Homecoming Week 
October 11-17, 2010 
The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling 
Bee (October 7-16) - a Tony Award-winning 
musical for the whole family. 
Illinois State University Alumni Film 
Festival (October 13-16) - see our famous 
alumni on the big screen at the Normal 
Theater in beautiful Uptown Normal! 
College of Fine Arts Alumni Hall of Fame 
(unveiled October 15 at 3 pm) - explore 
the careers of our famous alums with this 
interactive display in the Center for the 
Performing Am lobby. 
Homecoming Game (October 16)-Join 
the College and the Big Red Marching 
Machine for the Parade, Tailgating, and the 
game, and then put on your fancy clothes for 
the event of the year ... 
ILLINOIS SU.fl UNIVIISIJY 
ROLL OUT THE RED 
GA:°A 
Roll out the Red Gala ( October 16 at 6 pm at 
the Marriott) - Experience the extraordinary 
talents of students, alumni, and faculty from 
the College of Fine Arts in an interactive 
showcase of exciting performances. 
Merrily We Roi/Along (February 10-20, 2011) 
- Famous alum Gary Griffin returns to direct our 
students in this Sondheim musical. 
This is just the beginning. Join us for over 400 
events as part of our 40th Celebration. Find out 
more ... 
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